
WE SELL
HOMES
AND
COMPLETE
DREAMS

VISIT US
11 (800) 822 0633
Check out our locations at
www.claytonhomes.com

We are devoted
to leaving the
company and
the world better
than how we
found it.



At Clayton Homes (a
subsidiary of Berkshire

Hathaway), we
manufacture houses,
college dormitories,
military camps and

apartments. Our homes
are built at the

company's plants and
sent to families

throughout the US.

Leadership is cultivated
here at Clayton homes.

Anyone that puts in hard
work and effort can rise up

to a leadership position. 

WHAT WE DO

LEADERSHIP



WORKING 
CONDITIONS

We provide good pay, and we
present many benefits including
health, and dental insurance. Not

only are our workers issued
vacation days and weekends off,

we provide fun activities,
consistent hours, and we always

provide plenty of work, so you
will never be out of a job!

 

ENVIRONMENT

At Clayton homes, we offer a
fast paced, but very friendly

work environment. Many
people say our coworkers are

easy to get along with.
 

CAREERS
AVAILABLE

Coordinator
Designer

Developer
Engineer
Manager
Operator

Technician
Welder

 



CUSTOMERS

 

Homes delivered: 47,570
Miles of electrical wire:

20,778
Can lights: 296,000
Tons of steel: 55,384

Sq-ft of carpet: 46,810,792
Tons of waste delivered

from landfills: 21,168

MANUFACTURING

 

Our customers tend
to look for less

maintenance, ability
to pick features and

lots, and cheaper
prices. Our homes
offer customization

to fit your wants and
needs.



WHAT WE DO

 
 

SUSTAINABILITY 
Here at Clayton Homes we
are devoted to leaving the
world a better place than

we found it. This is why
producing our products

sustainably is very
important to us. We are
constantly taking extra

steps to keep our
production sustainable.

Some of these extra steps
include: monitoring

building materials closely,
dust control, waste

reduction, recycling, and
off site construction. We

are dedicated to
protecting the

environment for our team,
and our neighbors.

ENERGY EFFICIENT
FEATUERS 

Each of our homes are
designed to be energy

efficient and include low-
emission windows, high

performance floor, 
wall, and roof insulation,

sealed ductwork, and as of
2018, wi-fi smart

thermostats. These
features are standard in
every home we produce.

These features offer
attainable ways to cut

down on energy bills in low
income homes.

 



Having a modular home can
be very helpful if you have

a job that causes you to
move around a lot such as

the military. You can stay in
the comfort of your own

home and be in a
completely different

environment. Another reason it can be
beneficial is our modular

homes need less
manufacturing, and cost
less. You will also be the

first person to inhabit that
home, so you don't have to
worry about what previous
owners may have done to

the place.

Why Clayton Homes?

You can also buy a modular
home if you can't put a

down payment of a
traditional house. Modular

homes are also obtainable if
you have bad credit!


